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                KUIDAMOS Portable Mini Car Microwave,12V Electric Oven Fast Heating Picnic Box Cigarette Lighter Heating Bag Personal Mini Oven Microwave Travel,for Travel Camping Food Cooking Black for Meal
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  Description

  This portable food warmer is flat bottomed so it accommodates a range of different flat food containers of up to 8. With 12V 90W microwave function and new heating technology, it can reach 302°F in a few minutes and reheat leftovers in 30 minutes. It’s a good idea to only use the portable microwave or oven for a short period while the car is off. Some of this has been attributed to crime gangs using tech kits bought online to relay signals from keyless fobs in people’s homes to unlock their cars. Simply rest the sleek Dashboard Dehumidifier pouch on your dashboard or hang it from a headrest to combat in-car condensation.
Also, the manufacturer's caution "It is advised that you start the vehicle prior to using the microwave to improve cooking times and prevent the car battery from becoming discharged.If you’re looking for a portable mini microwave for your truck that doesn’t get quite as hot then this portable food warmer is a great option. Thawing frozen meats, casseroles, and vegetables just got fun and memorable with this car microwave oven from Alibaba.
It’s always worth double-checking what your car insurance covers and doesn’t in case of an accident.

That's not all, the spacious interior means you can prepare enough food for your family and visitors within the shortest time possible. And if they can get near enough to the fob, for example by lurking close to your home or in your driveway, they can do this while it is inside your house – where you might think it’s safe.
This then‘tricks’ the car into thinking the key is close by, therefore allowing the vehicle to be opened and the ignition started.portable car microwave oven provides a closed heating space for food to prevent heat loss and no longer worry about odor or melting during heating. Using the portable microwave above as an example, at 750W power rating you would need an inverter of around 1000W. If your food needs to get up to around 280 degrees and stay there for a while then a 12V portable oven will manage that just fine. connect the 12V car plug to heat, simple and convenient to operate, suitable for truck drivers, couriers, business travelers or workers. Putting the pouch inside a microwave oven means radio waves would have to get through two barriers and the signals would be even weaker on the outside.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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